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How to disassemble magic bullet juicer

Home > Fixing the Magic Bullet Juicer If you are reading this you probably already discovered that the Magic Bullet Juicer is not built to last. The juicer bullet usually suffers from a broken cross blade or plastic gear in the power base. But don't worry, there are a few solutions to get your juicer bullet working again. Juicer Bullet Warranty The juicer
bullet has a one year manufacturer's warranty. If your warranty hasn't expired, you should be able to get replacement parts or a new unit directly from the manufacturer. You can contact Ho meland Housewares at 1-866-4HOMELAND (866-446-6352), their customer service is available Monday through Friday from 9am to 8pm, from 9am to 4pm on
Saturdays and from 10am to 4pm on Sundays, Eastern Time. When requesting replacement parts the manufacturer will require you to prove that you purchased the Magic Bullet juicer directly from them or to prove that your Magic Bullet Juicer is an original version manufactured by Homeland Housewares since there are fake devices in the market
(our Juicer Bullet Deals section helps you spot a fake blender bullet). This is what they are going to request from you: "Please send us a copy of the following pages from your 10-Second Recipe book and User guide as follows: 10-Second Recipe book (open to back pages showing the 1-year limited Warranty) 10-Second Recipe book (front cover) 10Second Recipe book (back cover) We also require that you send pictures of your main base. Please include the following pictures below: Magic Bullet Power Base (back showing the vent holes) Magic Bullet Power Base (back showing the label and any serial numbers) Magic Bullet Power Base (looking from the top down into the unit, showing the
center gear and liner) Magic Bullet Power Base (bottom of the unit showing bottom vents and feet) " Replace Juicer Bullet Part Cross blades and new power bases can be purchased directly from the manufacturer as long as you have proof that your juicer bullet is the original by submitting the information requested above. Users have reported that
the manufacturer sells the juicer bullet base for $19.98 (S&H included) and the blender bullet cross blade for $8.98. If you don't have proof of purchase and you don't want to waste your time submitting the pictures or if you don't have the original juicer bullet and the manufacturer doesn't want to sell you Magic Bullet juicer parts you may want to
consider buying them on eBay. Fix the plastic gear yourself This is probably the fastest and cheapest solution if you don't mind sacrificing one blade and testing your manual skills. If the problem you have is with the plastic gear in the power base, you can fix it by removing the gear from one of the cross blades and use it as a replacement for the gear
on the power base. Several users have tried this with success. This website contains detailed instructions on how to do this www.ehow.com/how_5137984_repair-magic-bullet-blender.html Activate and hold the button to confirm that you’re human. Thank You! Try a different method Okay so here is the complete Magic Bullet advertised as "high-speed
mixing system chops, whips, blends, and more" This particular one had issues with the motor. First remove the short bullet cup, with a quick twist and lift, from the power base. Here is the blade gear that drives the blades inside the bullet cup when the cup is mated with the base. We shall deal with the "do no remove" issue later. The Magic Bullet is
a small, portable blender with a strong motor for chopping, mixing, grinding, and more. You can now make a batch of salsa or a smoothie with your favorite ingredients in the Magic Bullet. In this article, we’ll discuss how to use Magic Bullet juicer. With its compact footprint and long, thin cups, the Magic Bullet juicer is ideal for mixing up a fast
smoothie or juice drink on the kitchen counter. However, devices such as the Magic Bullet and NutriBullet do much more than just prepare meals on the fly. Everything from canapés to sorbets may be chopped, shredded, ground, and blended with this little kitchen gadget. You can get the most out of this little worker by understanding how and what
the Magic Bullet juicer can achieve. What is Magic Bullet Juicer? Magic Bullet is a multipurpose appliance used to make juice, mix smoothies, and prepare meals. A juice extractor for fruits and vegetables is included in the machine’s long list of extras. It is difficult to extract significant amounts of carrot juice since carrots are dense plants that
generate very little liquid. Cut the fruits and vegetables into 1- to 2-inch pieces before juicing with the Magic Bullet. Assemble the Blender’s jar attachment, then connect the cross blade to it. Use the blender jar as a funnel to pour the ingredients into the juicer attachment. The blender jar has four wings on the bottom that you must line up with the
dents on the juicer attachment to make it work. Twist to lock them in place when they’ve been properly aligned. The arrow should point toward the spout on the blender jar. To use the Blender, spin the Magic Bullet base’s blender attachment counterclockwise to engage the engine. Place the ingredients in the juicer and use the plunger to press them
through the feed tube and into the juice container below. Place the glasses in the dishwasher after rinsing them well. After that, remove the blade and run warm water over it to clean it. A nylon scrub brush or a soft, long-handled sponge from NutriBullet is recommended for cleaning the blades’ crevices. Soak in a 10 percent vinegar-to-warm-water
solution for thorough cleaning. Before reuse, allow for adequate drying time. How Does it work The Magic Bullet’s versatility is partly due to the mixing cup’s unusual oblong form and the inclusion of two blades, each with a specific purpose. Food is thrown back up onto the blades by a cyclonic action created by design. For chopping, grating, and
mixing, use the four-pronged cross blade; for whipping and grinding, use the double flat blade. When using a food processor, you would utilize the cross blade to grate cheese and other veggies. If you have a flat blade, you may whip or grind coffee beans, soft nuts, and spices to the right consistency. It’s as simple as filling one of the Magic Bullet’s
mixing cups with your ingredients and screwing on the correct blade before you flip it over and push it into place. Instead of pressing down on the grating, you can release pressure and then press down again. This technique is employed when a chunky salsa or sauce is desired. Once you’re done, all you have to do is take the cup out of the base,
remove the blade, and screw on the lid of your choosing! How to use Magic Bullet Juicer The Magic Bullet’s two-blade variations are responsible for its blending, grating, and chopping capabilities. The Magic Bullet juicer can handle it if it has a liquid basis and can be prepared in a blender or food processor. On-the-go mixtures are easier to make if
you use an automatic blender. The smoother the final product will be, the longer you let the ingredients spin. According to NutriBullet, consumers should avoid using hot or carbonated beverages and avoid filling the cups more than halfway. We will provide you with three types of using tips for the Magic bullet juicer. Add Ingredients Remove
unwanted parts of your ingredients before putting them in the Magic Bullet, such as peels, seeds, stems, and the like. If you’re using fresh ingredients, make sure to wash them before using them properly. Simply make sure that your ingredients are tiny enough to fit inside the Magic Bullet’s 4.75-inch diameter container (12.1 cm). For best results,
cut your ingredients into 12 inches (1.3 cm) pieces before mixing. It comes with a party mug, as well as three different-sized cups. If you’re simply creating a tiny amount of anything, use the short cup instead of the large one. When it comes to beverages and smoothies, the party mug comes in handy.Keep an eye out for a little rim immediately under
that screw that attaches the cup’s top to ensure you don’t fill it fully over that line. It may store approximately 18 ounces of liquid in the Magic Bullet (530 mL) Start Operating The majority of Magic Bullets have two blades. The Cross Blade is used for mixing, grating, and puréeing most meals; the Flat Blade is used for grinding and cutting tougher
materials like coffee beans or nuts and whipping dishes like whipped cream or whipping dishes butter. With only one blade, it’s quite possible your Magic Bullet came with a cross-blade. The cup will be turned upside-down when the ingredients have been added, and the proper blade has been tightened. the Power Base and cup tabs should be in line,
and then insert the cup in its proper position The only thing left to do is press the cup on the counter to start mixing. Due to how rapidly the Magic Bullet blends, it’s important to pay great attention while using it. Simply release your grip when you’re ready for it to end. Allow the Magic Bullet to run constantly for soft, creamy substances, like
smoothies. However, keep in mind that if you run the blade for longer than one minute at a time, you risk damaging your Magic Bullet’s motor. Hands-free mixing is possible by rotating the cup counterclockwise while pressing it firmly against the base. Turn it the other way to release it, then lift the cup up and away from your face. Foods having a
chunky texture, such as salsa or guacamole, should be handled with care. Then press down again once the blade has stopped moving entirely. When you see this, you’re “pulsing.” You were having problems getting your ingredients to the Magic Bullet blade because they’ve clumped in your cup? Shake the cup to loosen them up! You have two options:
remove the cap from the bottom and shake it before replacing it or hold the complete assembly securely with two hands and shake while pulsating. Resealable lids or comfort rings allow you to keep your ingredients in the cup. Making Well-Known Dishes Smoothies are great for breakfast on the go or as a post-workout snack since you can use
practically any mix of fruits. Smoothness is achieved by using the Cross Blade. A half banana, a peach, 12 cups of ice, and several handfuls of strawberries combine to make a wonderful mixed fruit smoothie. you may use the following ingredients to make an easy and delicious peanut butter banana smoothie: 1 banana, 2 tablespoons of peanut butter,
12 cups of milk, and 2 teaspoons of honey Use pre-frozen fruit in place of ice for a refreshingly different take on a chilly treat. A quarter of a big onion quartered tomato, and 1 bulb of garlic go into a food processor to make your fresh salsa. Then, using the Cross Blade, pulse your ingredient until they reach the preferred consistency. Try adding some
chopped cilantro, diced jalapeno, and some freshly squeezed lemon or lime juice to the mix if you want some variation. before serving, season with basic salt and freshly ground black pepper with a spice grinder Using this recipe, you’ll get roughly a cup of thin salsa (about 120 grams). Drain some of the liquid if you’d like it to be thicker inconsistency.
It’s okay if the salsa seems frothy at first; let it take a couple of minutes to settle down. Make some guacamole the next time you have Mexican for dinner and serve it on the side. Put two avocados, lime juice, a quarter of a white or red onion, and a couple of cilantro sprigs in the Magic Bullet and blend until smooth. Pulse the mixture with a Cross
Blade until it achieves the desired consistency. About 1 cup (120 grams) of guacamole will be made using this recipe. If you’re serving it with tortilla chips or fresh vegetables, spread it on top of the dish. What are the benefits of Magic Bullet? Using a juicer to extract the juice from fresh fruits and vegetables can increase the number of nutrients in a
serving. While juicing may be beneficial for anybody, it is especially beneficial for those who have trouble absorbing nutrients from other sources. Plant fibers from vegetables and fruits are included in the juice produced by the Magic Bullet juicer. Moreover, this will make you feel full. FAQS: It’s like having a juicer, mixer, and food processor all in
one with the Homeland Housewares Magic Bullet!. A juice extractor for fruits and vegetables is one of the numerous included accessories with the equipment. This Magic Bullet MB1001 Fruit Juicer Attachment Jug converts your Blender into a Juicer. Cut fruit and vegetables into little pieces to fit in the feeder and produce juice this way. Conclusion
After reading this article, you will know what magic bullet juicer attachment is, how do works, also the use of this juicer. However, we tell you three tips for using a magic bullet juicer. After reading them, you can easily use this juicer.
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